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Resource Management & Planning
Increase project speed and profitability with intelligent
resource and scheduling insights.

Meet more project deadlines and reduce errors by identifying and resolving
bottlenecks and maximizing resource and equipment utilization.

Improve cross-project and
team communications and
collaboration.
Bolster transparency and increase
collaboration with clients and
management via digital reporting.

Meet project deadlines with
insightful change response
functions.
Quickly reschedule resources and adjust
work plans in response to last minute
schedule changes or adverse events.

Increase production time
with key data insights

Reduce equipment downtime
with smart tracking

Analyze progress, utilization, and
early production data and identify
and report the root cause of
production losses.

Track, plan, record and stay current
with inspections and downtime on
cranes, vehicles and other large
equipment.

Speed up task turnaround and
reduce errors

Save time with comprehensive
process optimization

Generate and approve the most
optimal draft plan — even under lastminute conditions — and dispatch
to technicians and stakeholders.

Monitor certificate validity, track
availability, manage schedules,
and rotations. Receive qualified
personnel sub alerts under lastminute or change conditions.
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Accurately plan, schedule, and track your projects
with one resource management platform

All of Shoreline’s solutions
integrate within your
existing IT landscape.

Compare project estimates with actual data and build more efficient teams.

Visit www.shoreline.no

Key solution features
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Advanced scheduling

Data-based project estimating

Cross-team communications

Generate useful gap analyses and task
based personnel recommendations
and stay up-to-date on qualifications
and training progress.

Scheduling algorithm identifies and
categorizes available resources
by prioritizing those with the
highest match.

Facilitate dynamic communication
between stakeholders from
any location.
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Automated authorization
workflows

Maximized resource and
scheduling utilization

Real-time, complete user
location and data views

Create, automate and certify efficient
work and asset custody authorization
adherence protocols.

Schedule personnel, vessel, transport,
and crane work with minimal
manual input and generate optimal
schedules even under last-minute
or change conditions.

Fully customizable dashboards
highlight the most important data
for each user at any given time.

✓

Personnel and logistic profiles

✓

My schedule mobile app view

✓

Transfer manifesting

✓

Team management

✓

Log out - tag out

✓

Short-mid term planning

✓

Location registration

✓

Time reporting

✓

Long term planning

✓

Skill & certification management

✓

Work schedules & rotations

✓

Optimization EngineTM

✓

Work permits

✓

Resource requests & plan

✓

Scenario planning & analyses

✓

Mobile time registration

✓

Historic & forecast weather data

✓

Custom optimization strategy

www.shoreline.no/solutions/execution/resource-management

